
Writing to horses in dairies that shouldn’t be read. How do you evoke the death of an ink line? 
Li! out exertions of ego, loop and encode through machine automation. 

"e horse moves along the horizontal plane, while the riders move on the vertical. 
You measure the animal till the top of it’s back and not it’s head, while the skeletons joints are frozen as a 
continuous line, refracting from signi#cation. "e weight of the horse pushes down in the sand, light and 
warmth di$ract across metallic membranes that have recorded their own weight onto the surface.

"e brush leaves small parallel lines in its hairs. You feel the pencil align with the top of your head, crackling 
hairs mix with the sound of a pencil scraping wood.

"e words between water, the land between lines, 
"e small diver at sea, every current has an undertow. 
Diving belongs to Paul "ek now.

"e plough turns the soil into sea. You pull a comb through wet hair to get ready for the day. But #rst you 
mineralise in soil, but #rst you sow the seed, dig the mine, irrigate the land, extract the ore, spin, smelt, 
weave, roll; you move with the body, the reach of the arm, the focal length of the eye.

Learning to swim, as air bubbles rise, tides run,
Your eyeliner rolls down, as you make many hours.
"e ladder in your tights reveals economic intuitions and true intentions. 

In that pretty lil white room, performing neutrality in the corner as people walk by. Plump drapes of cotton 
applied as concealer, in a distracting array of tones. Standardised palettes derived from presumed error are 
opened and applied as accentuation to individual desires, as powdered blush, as willed reception. A 24 hr 
hold.

You wait your turn, drawing on something you know you shouldn’t, the pull of a fresh white wall, walking 
along the room with a crayon. 

How to make water droplets stick to red lipstick? Make a diagonal line to break through the surface of the 
water and put your tights on butt to front. 
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